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Samuel Pepys and Corruption 

MARK KNIGHTS 

 

Picking up a theme that runs through David Hayton’s work, this article examines corruption 

in the later Stuart period through a case study of Samuel Pepys. The latter’s diary can be read 

alongside the public record of parliamentary inquiries and vilification in the press, allowing 

us a rare opportunity to study corruption simultaneously through the eyes of a perpetrator and 

his critics. Pepys reveals ambiguities in how corruption was defined and defended. At the 

same time as he criticized corruption in others, he took bribes and extorted favours but either 

lied about them when confronted, or excused them as lawful gifts from friends and those 

grateful for his services, arguing that his acceptance of them never worked against the king’s 

interest. His critics, on the other hand, queried the compatibility of his private advantage and 

the public interest, and depicted him as greedy, hypocritical and unjust. Pepys thus illustrates 

contested notions of corrupt behaviour. The attack on Pepys also shows the political motives 

behind campaigns against corruption: the libel published against him was part of the murky 

world of popish plot intrigue, with clear overtones of both catholic and sexual misdemeanour. 

Popery and lust were associated with corrupt behaviour. Pepys’s story was part of a larger 

one about long-term shifts in the nature of officeholding, state formation, the public interest, 

patronage and the culture of gift-giving that needs further exploration.  

Keywords: Samuel Pepys; corruption; bribes; public interest; private interest; state 

formation; gift-giving; patronage; navy; restoration; popery; lust 
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Corruption is a theme which runs across David Hayton’s work. His contributions to The 

History of Parliament: The House of Commons, 1690–1715, and especially his survey of 

‘constituencies and elections’, frequently highlight the corrupt practices deployed at later 

Stuart polls.1 His Past & Present article on moral reform and country politics was even more 

concerned with the issue of corruption. In it, he made the case for a correlation between 

Country and moral reforms: ‘Both legislative programmes were essentially crusades against 

corruption: on the one hand the corruption of moral standards in society, on the other the 
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corruption of political institutions.’ Moreover, David offered an explanation for the neglect of 

this link: ‘Over-emphasis on the influence of the classical republican tradition has obscured 

the fact that most M.P.s, many of them relatively unsophisticated country squires, seem to 

have understood the concept of corruption – and indeed diagnosed all major disorders in the 

body politic – in narrow, simplistic terms, as failures of personal morality.’2 Although this 

article does not see issues of personal morality as either narrow or simplistic, it does seek to 

build on this central insight about the broad definition of corruption by examining different 

conceptions of corruption in the later Stuart period. It uses a case study of Samuel Pepys in 

order to point to important ambiguities in how contemporaries defined corrupt behaviour, as 

well as how they defended, exposed and attacked it. This article is also a foretaste of a longer 

project, since I plan to address such questions in a more systematic way and over a much 

longer time frame, in a study of pre-modern corruption, from reformation to reform. At the 

moment we lack such an overview. Although we have many excellent case studies of 

particular moments or scandals or types of corruption, there has not yet been a systematic 

attempt to synthesise such material and make the links across it.3 

Because we have both the private Pepys of the diary and the public record of Pepys as 

controversial naval administrator, we are able to recover, to a degree that is often difficult to 

achieve with other subjects of scandal, both a private and public perspective on corruption. 

Pepys’s simultaneous condemnation of corrupt behaviour in others and his justification or 

legitimisation of his own corrupt behaviour sheds interesting light on how corruption was 

defined and in particular, on the uncertain boundaries between presents or gifts and bribery, 

and the similarly blurred boundaries of public and private interests. Pepys developed 

interesting ideas about the need to provide private incentives in order to maximise efficiency 

that was in the king’s interest and hence to develop a notion that private and public interests 

could be made to coincide. The public revelation of his profiteering also highlights the role of 

print in exposing and defining corrupt behaviour and the ways in which the charge of 

corruption was used as a political weapon against rivals and enemies. Moreover, Pepys’s 

sexual indiscretions also highlight, as David Hayton sought to do, the link between sexual 

immorality and other forms of immoral conduct in office, and hence the extent to which 

personal failings were necessarily related to public ones. Finally, Pepys raises the issue of 

whether attention paid to corrupt individuals might mask more systematic corruption and how 

far Pepys’s corrupt behaviour was symptomatic of a climate of corruption induced by the 

growing reaches of the state and its capacity to raise money. 
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Historians have generally been kind to Samuel Pepys, who, because of the 

extraordinary richness of his diary, has generally been hailed as something of a lovable rogue, 

whose foibles humanise him and can be forgiven because of his tireless work to reform the 

navy. Pepys has a reputation as reformer, not someone who himself needed reform. Arthur 

Bryant’s subtitle of the third volume of his biographical trilogy, ‘The Saviour of the Navy’, is 

a view accepted by his most recent biographer, Claire Tomalin: ‘Pepys is regarded as one of 

the most important naval administrators in England’s history’.4 Latham and Matthews, 

despite having outlined the ways in which he profited, nevertheless suggest, apparently 

without irony, that Pepys ‘mastered the useful art of receiving gifts without becoming 

corrupt’.5 Amidst the admiration there have, nevertheless, been some more discordant voices. 

Henry Roseveare’s short entry on Pepys’s finances in the Companion to Latham and 

Matthew’s edition of the diary concludes that Pepys’s income was composed of ‘fees, 

perquisites, gratuities and downright bribes’.6 But it is really only the American legal scholar, 

John Noonan, in his massive survey of bribery from ancient Egypt to the modern day, who 

has considered Pepys’s corruption in any depth. Noonan devotes a chapter to showing how 

Pepys’s diary, ‘rich as it is in many other aspects, is also the confession of a grafter’.7 Noonan 

expertly highlights some of the ‘complexity’ of Pepys’s consciousness about his actions. This 

will be explored further here and linked to some greater contextual discussion than Noonan 

was able to achieve in a work that covers 4,000 years.  

As Noonan points out: ‘the man who began his career as a clerk in 1660 with 25 

pounds liquid capital … became a man possessing over 7000 pounds by the end of 1667’, an 

increase of almost 30,000%.8 Since his official salary was £350, this wealth could only have 

come from unofficial sources. Pepys’s diary reveals that he secured a number of payments, 

gifts and favours as a result of the office he held: animals, clothing, food, furniture, 

silverware, cash and sex. The money came from suppliers to the navy who wished to secure a 

contract; those who wished to secure a post; and those for whom Pepys could get bills paid or 

accounts settled. Pepys had a particularly close relationship with Sir William Warren, who 

supplied the navy with masts and used bribes to sweeten his deals: he sent Pepys gloves and a 

‘fair State-dish of Silver and cup with my armes ready-cut upon them’;9 and then another pair 

of gloves ‘wrapped up in paper’ so that the ‘40 pieces in good gold’ was not visible.10 In 

September 1664, Warren brought Pepys £100 ‘in a bag’, secretly handed over in a tavern 

when the two men were alone.11 Pepys records how he made even more out of the Tangier 

victuallers. About the time when Warren handed him the bag of money, Pepys also received 

£105 from a group of merchants tendering for the contract; and the money kept flowing from 
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that deal ‘for my particular share of the profits’.12 Pepys’s own testimony thus shows the 

extent of his corruption. It also chronicles Pepys’s sense of sheer excitement at receiving 

these bribes. When the 40 pieces of gold fell out of the gloves, Pepys records, it ‘did so cheer 

my heart that I could eat no victuals almost for dinner for joy’.13 When he received a gift of 

two flagons ‘with a merry heart, I looked up on them’ and they made ‘a fine sight and better 

than ever I did hope to see of my own’.14 Similarly he was ‘not a little proud’ when he rode ‘a 

very pretty Mare’ he had been given.15 

The diary is thus useful for revealing what was normally kept hidden: the routine 

ways in which an official salary could be enlarged. But it is even more useful for showing 

Pepys’s contradictory and ambiguous attitude to bribery and corruption. A paradox stands 

out: Pepys seemed to have a very clear idea of what corruption was, but increasingly 

justified, even to himself, the money he was making on the side. This paradox, not unique to 

Pepys, is worth exploring further. 

At precisely the time when he was receiving his bribes, Pepys wrote entries about 

‘abuses’ in the navy office and used the word ‘corruption’ to describe them.16 Thus he was 

deeply aware of what he called ‘Sir W[illiam] Batten’s corruption and underhand dealing’;17 

and noted in a condemnatory manner: ‘that hardly anybody goes to sea or hath anything done 

by Sir W Batten but it comes with a bribe’.18 Indeed, he perceived that ‘the corruptions of the 

Navy are of so many kinds that it is endless to look after them – especially while such a one 

as Sir W Batten discourages every man that is honest’.19 In 1668, MP Matthew Wren talked 

to Pepys ‘of the corruption of the Court, and how unfit it is for ingenious men, and himself 

particularly, to live in it, where a man cannot live but he must spend, and cannot get suitably, 

without breach of his honour’.20 Pepys also seemed shocked by Richard Cooling, the earl of 

Arlington’s secretary, who boasted that ‘his horse was a bribe, and his boots a bribe and told 

us he was made up of bribes and that he makes every sort of tradesman to bribe him; and 

invited me home to his house to taste of his bribe-wine. I never heard so much vanity from a 

man in my life.’21 Pepys also thought it ‘a very odd thing’ that his patron, the earl of 

Sandwich, profited from the Tangier contract to the tune of £1,500.22 Pepys certainly had a 

concept of corrupt behaviour and condemned it where he found it. 

Moreover, Pepys records his own uneasiness about accepting bribes and the lengths 

he went to keep them hidden for fear of how he might be made to answer for them. In 1663, 

on receiving one of his first bribes, he did not open the package in which the money was 

contained until he returned home: ‘and there I broke it open, not looking into it till all the 

money was out, that I might say I saw no money in the paper if ever I should be questioned 
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about it’.23 Pepys was sensitive to the possibility of being questioned about corrupt activity 

and took careful precautions to avoid being ensnared. He was, thus, annoyed when his wife 

acknowledged receipt of a ‘neat silver watch’ from a potential client, presumably since it 

meant that witnesses could be questioned; no wonder that Pepys resolved ‘to do the man a 

kindnesse’.24 Even his own diary entries were part of his attempt to cover his tracks. He 

carefully recorded that although he accepted 50 pieces of gold from Warren in 1667: ‘I never 

did to this day demand any thing of him’, and refused the money twice before finally 

accepting it; Warren promised him more if Pepys would get his bills paid, prompting Pepys 

to declare that he would ‘do my utmost for nothing to do him that justice’ – but all this was 

for show: Pepys confessed that he wrote in his diary ‘at large for my justification if anything 

of this should be hereafter enquired after’.25  

This fear of discovery was not fanciful and his awareness of corruption was no doubt 

heightened by several parliamentary investigations and prosecutions. In 1663, an attempt was 

made to impeach Charles II’s chief minister, the earl of Clarendon, on charges of having been 

‘bribed’ to make a disadvantageous peace with the Dutch.26 In 1666, Pepys was put ‘into a 

great pain’ by a ‘wild motion made in the House of Lords by the Duke of Buckingham for all 

men that had cheated the King to be declared traitors and felons, and that my Lord Sandwich 

was named’.27 And, in 1668, Pepys even had to justify his own actions to the commissioners 

of accounts, prompting him to ‘prepare’ those summoned to be interrogated ‘about what 

presents I had from them, that they may not publish them’.28 Pepys and his colleagues were 

accused of having ‘corruptly preferred and postponed payments’ and he resolved ‘to declare 

plainly, and, once for all, the truth of the whole, and what my profit hath been’.29 In the 

winter of 1669–70, Pepys was, again, called to account, this time to the Brook House 

Commissioners, and responded by protesting that he never did ‘directly or indirectly … 

demand or express any expectation of fee, gratuity or reward from any person for any 

service’ and deliberately underestimated the amount he was now worth by £6,000.30 Pepys’s 

diary shows that he understood what a bribe was, expressed his shock at the bribes taken by 

others, was uneasy that his own conduct might be discovered and sought to cover his tracks 

through outright denials of culpability. 

Yet, despite these clear signs that he knew what constituted corrupt behaviour and the 

risks involved in being caught, Pepys increasingly justified, even to himself, the money he 

was making on the side. He had a number of strategies for doing this. One was to think of, 

and describe, the bribes as gifts, presents, compliments, acknowledgements, kindnesses and 

loans. Thus Pepys refers to ‘a very noble present’ and, a year later, ‘a good present’ given to 

http://www.pepysdiary.com/p/293.php
http://www.pepysdiary.com/p/2558.php
http://www.pepysdiary.com/p/112.php
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him.31 The language of presents was mirrored by one of ‘kindnesses’ being properly 

recognized, or ‘obligations’ being requited.32 This was the language of friendship. Talking 

with Warren about a mutually-beneficial contract, Pepys noted that he had ‘a prospect of just 

advantage by his friendship’.33 Indeed, Pepys described Warren as ‘the best friend I have ever 

had in this office’.34 By deploying such terms, Pepys could accommodate his actions within 

ambiguous, but accepted, notions of how friends behaved to one another. Even the anglican 

divine, Jeremy Taylor’s popular advice about friendship, first published in 1657 and reprinted 

three times before 1671, urged that one friend was not to refuse the ‘kindnesses’ of another 

nor despise ‘the impropriety of them … . A gift (saith Solomon) fastneth friendships … so 

must the love of friends sometimes be refreshed with material and low Caresses; lest by 

striving to be too divine it becomes less humane: It must be allowed its share of both.’35 Even 

when he does not use the language of friendship, Pepys carefully distinguished between a 

bribe and a civil acknowledgement for services rendered. Thus, when being offered £200 for 

help in securing a patent, he declared: ‘that as I would not by anything be bribed to be unjust 

in my proceedings, so I was not so squeamish as not to take people’s acknowledgement 

where I have the good fortune by my pains to do them good and just offices’.36 This lack of 

squeamishness diminished further over time. 

As the last quotation suggests, reward for ‘good and just offices’ for others became a 

way of legitimising self-interest, especially if the greater good was that of the king as well as 

of the client. Thus, although Pepys accepted money from one contractor, he noted that: ‘there 

is not the least word or deed I have yet been guilty of in his behalf but what I am sure hath 

been to the King’s advantage and profit of the service, nor ever will I’.37 Pepys insisted that 

the king’s interest always came above his own and, indeed, that the public good was actually 

being furthered through the sweetened deals he struck. Thus, when Warren came to repay a 

‘kindness’, Pepys notes that: ‘I must also remember [it] was a service to the King.’38 When he 

was offered a bribe to go against the public interest, he contemplated returning it: ‘I 

[SHOULD THERE BE ‘went’ IN HERE? No there isn’t – it was Pepys’s rather truncated 

way of writing, but we could insert [went] if you think it makes the sense clearer ] to the 

office and there had a difference with Sir W. Batten about Mr. Bowyer’s tarr, which I am 

resolved to cross, though he sent me last night, as a bribe, a barrel of sturgeon, which, it may 

be, I shall send back, for I will not have the King abused so abominably in the price of what 

we buy, by Sir W. Batten’s corruption and underhand dealing.’39  

Moreover, Pepys argues, his actions always fell within the law. When negotiating a 

share of the profits from one contract, he calls this ‘lawfull profit’.40 Even when faced with 

http://www.pepysdiary.com/p/852.php
http://www.pepysdiary.com/p/6373.php
http://www.pepysdiary.com/p/1150.php
http://www.pepysdiary.com/p/344.php
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parliamentary scrutiny of the £500 ‘profit’ he had made on prize goods, he still thought that: 

‘there is nothing of crime can be laid to my charge’.41 The ‘lawful’ nature of such bribes 

derived in no small measure from their customary nature and ubiquity, in turn a reflection of 

the low pay of many state offices. Right at the start of his career Pepys’s patron, Sandwich, 

had told him: ‘that it was not the salary of any place that did make a man rich, but the 

opportunities of getting money while he is in the place’;42 and Sir William Warren told Pepys 

that ‘everybody must live by their places’.43 The system in which Pepys found himself 

operating was, thus, built around a tacit acceptance that an office was a means to an end as 

well as an end in itself. And it was a system in which others lacked the knowledge to expose 

abuse of office or even to fully understand how the system could be abused. In 1663, Pepys 

drew up a contract for £3,000 worth of masts and noted: ‘good God, to see what a man might 

do were I a knave – the whole business, from beginning to the end, being done by me out of 

the office’.44 

The strategies adopted in the diary to legitimise his bribe-taking were the same as 

those that Pepys used in public when cornered. He made an appeal to a notion of bribes as 

voluntary gifts, fair rewards for services rendered, of always working in the king’s and the 

public’s interest when, in 1670, Pepys explicitly and publicly denied the bribes that his own 

diary reveals that he took. He affirmed his ‘digilence’ and ‘integrity to my master and fair 

dealing towards those whom his service hath led me to have to do with’. Indeed, he protested: 

‘from the first hour of my serving his Majesty in this employment I did never to this day 

directly or indirectly demand or express any expectation of fee, gratuity or reward from any 

person for any service therein by me done or to be done them ... no gratuity, though 

voluntarily offered, hath ever met with my acceptance where I found not the affair to which it 

did relate accompanied with the doing right or advantage to his Majesty’. He had been so 

solicitous of the public interest that he ‘f[ou]nd not my estate at this day bettered by one 

thousand pounds’ since his admission to office. He was ready ‘to justify the same not only by 

oath but by a double retribution of every penny or pennyworth of advantage I shall be found 

to have received’. Pepys thus pleaded that he placed public over private interest: ‘no 

concernments relating to my private fortune, pleasure or health did at any time (even under 

the terror of the Plague itself) divide me one day and night from my attendance on the 

business of the place’, which had cost him his good eyesight.45 

In his earlier speech to MPs, Pepys had also defended what seemed corrupt by 

pleading necessity, utility, custom and humanity. The system of paying sailors by tickets was 

both useful and necessary, he explained, when there was ‘not ready money’ to pay them; ‘nor 
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can that be called irregular that never was regular’; and although he admitted that the practice 

‘may be extremely abused if not well looked to’, he argued that the ‘irregularity’ in the order 

in which sailors were paid was due to the ‘discretion’ exercised in the sailors’ favour: the 

navy office was ‘not to be condemned if the pitiful necessity of some have been relieved 

before others out of the strict order’. Pepys denied ‘any indirect or partial paying by tickets, 

but only where mere necessity did compel them’.46 Administrative irregularity was thus 

inevitable because of the irregularity of government finance to pay sailors and was actually in 

the sailors’ interest.  

Moreover, Pepys was convinced that incentives of private profit improved the public 

service. In 1666, he wrote a paper for Sir William Coventry about victualling, in which he set 

down the maxim that ‘my work is likeliest to be best done by him whose profit is increased 

by the well doing of it without increase of charge to me that employs him’.47 Greasing the 

machine, he claimed, actually improved its efficiency: pursers would have an incentive to 

keep their ships at sea for longer if by doing so they stood to gain, and this, in turn, would 

give them ‘a plain and unbeholden subsistence and thereby be delivered from the necessity of 

studying new and practising old artifices’.48 The conspiracies of embezzlement and fraud 

practised by pursers and commanders would, Pepys was convinced, stop. As things currently 

stood, he suggested, ‘it is not the purser’s corruption but necessity must be thought able to 

tempt him to such unthrifty ways of profit’49 – but change the system to increase the private 

profit and the public would be better served not least because the motives for corruption 

would be removed. This philosophy also seems to capture Pepys’s attitude to his own profits, 

which he consistently argued were not only compatible with, but actually furthered, the 

king’s interest. 

Pepys thus argued, both to himself and to those who questioned him, that the bribes 

he accepted were lawful, freely-given gifts, that either justly rewarded his effort or furthered 

the king’s interest, and even made it more humane for those employed at the sharp end. If 

Pepys’s defence was right, then corruption could, at worst, be the inevitable outcome of not 

paying state officials adequately, or, at best, actually beneficial to the state. The trouble with 

this interpretation is, first, that Pepys had to lie to legitimise his behaviour and, second, that a 

very different construction could be, and was, put on Pepys’s actions by his critics. Far from 

working in the public interest, Pepys was accused of pursuing his private interest; instead of 

‘friendship’, Pepys was depicted as abusing social relationships for profit; and where Pepys 

saw self-restraint and legality, others saw rapaciousness and illegality. The ambiguity 
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inherent in Pepys’s own views about corruption show that different and clashing definitions 

of corruption also existed in the public sphere. 

2 

Pepys was the subject, in 1679, of a parliamentary enquiry that landed him in the Tower and 

of a vitriolic pamphlet. Both are instructive about public attitudes to corruption.  

That Pepys became a victim of the Popish Plot is well known.50 One of the witnesses, 

William Bedloe, alleged that Samuel Atkins, one of Pepys’s servants, was present at the 

murder of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey, whose death in suspicious circumstances triggered the 

anti-popish alarm.51  Pepys may have been the intended target of the accusation, saved by the 

fact that he had a cast-iron alibi, since he was away from London on the night in question. 

Nevertheless, pressure on Pepys persisted. A parliamentary enquiry investigating the 

‘miscarriages of the navy’ heard information, orchestrated by the colourful intriguer, Colonel 

Scott, that Pepys was a traitor and popishly inclined.52  The evidence against Pepys was 

provided by his former butler, John James, who harboured a grudge after his dismissal for 

having been caught in bed with his master’s housekeeper.53 James told MPs that the Pepys 

household included a ‘jesuit’, the Portuguese musician, Morelli, who participated in catholic 

masses in Somerset House; that the two men sang psalms together; and that Pepys 

commended catholics ‘for their constancy in Religion’.54 Pepys was ordered to be arrested, 

despite his vehement protest that he was ‘as good a son of the Church of England as any man’ 

and hence ‘so far from suspicion of Popery’.55 As Sir Francis Rolle sarcastically noted, Pepys 

‘has been very unfortunate in his Servants; one accused to be in the Plot (Atkins his 

Secretary!) another, his best maid, found in bed with his Butler! another accused to be a 

Jesuit! very unfortunate!’56 

The chair of the parliamentary enquiry, Sir William Harbord, also noted that this was 

not the first time that Pepys’s protestantism had been questioned. In 1673, Pepys became MP 

for Castle Rising, one of the notoriously corrupt pocket boroughs that had only about 30 

voters (amongst whom Pepys spent over £600) and where, during the Restoration, the 

catholic, Henry Howard, had a strong influence because the family held the lordship of the 

manor.57 Indeed, a letter of recommendation from Howard was the subject of a complaint to 

the Commons and, in February 1674, during the subsequent investigation, Pepys’s religion 

became the focus of parliamentary attention. Rumours that he had an altar and a crucifix in 

his house, and even that he had said protestantism ‘came out of Henry the eighth's codpiece’, 

were repeated in the Commons, forcing him to give a speech defending himself ‘as a good 
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Protestant and a good Churchman, and the best sort of Protestant’.58 He declared that he had 

assiduously attended church; taken communion; qualified himself according to the Test Act; 

and had ensured that there were no catholic chaplains on any navy ship. He protested that he 

‘had not been once in his life at Mass’, a lie according to the testimony of his own diary 

where, on 19 May 1661, he records hearing not one but two masses at York House, the 

Spanish ambassador’s residence, and that was clearly not the first occasion he had done so, 

nor the last.59 The affair finally blew over when the charges against him could not be fully 

substantiated, but clearly suspicions lingered.60 

Popery played a significant role in early modern ideas about corruption. Anti-popery 

drew a good deal of its force in the 16th and earlier 17th centuries from an association 

between the corruption of the true word of God and the corruption of money. That correlation 

was repeated in the accusations made against Pepys. In parliament, the catholic duke of 

York’s control of the navy translated into fiscal mismanagement. As Sir Francis Winnington 

put it, £600,000 had been granted for the building of ships and Pepys had told MPs that ‘they 

would be built in a year’; but ‘there was 600,000l. gone, for they got the money and 

prorogued the Parliament’.61 This was symptomatic of a more general alliance between fiscal 

corruption and the favouring of popery. Lord Treasurer Danby, Winnington said, had 

‘exhausted the Treasure of the Crown, by acquiring a great estate to himself, &c. and 

endeavoured to stifle the discovery of the Plot, when it was just coming to light’. Danby and 

popery rose together. Also Danby had systematically attempted to use state money to bribe 

MPs to become supporters of the Court.62 Two days after Pepys was interrogated in 

parliament about his religion, MPs investigated the abuse of secret service money which had 

been paid to 27 of their colleagues.63 An intrinsic part of ‘popery and arbitrary government’ 

was, thus, the misspending of state resources to subvert parliament.  

The association of popery and corruption was also made in a two-part pamphlet, A 

Hue and Cry after P and H., which had Plain Truth, or a Private Discourse between P. and 

H. appended to it.64 The tract satirised Pepys and his friend, Will Hewer, accusing both of 

favouring catholics ‘so far as to promote them to be Captains, or Lieutenants, or Mid-Ship-

Men extraordinary’ and ridiculed Pepys for his ostentatiously-painted coach, imagining that it 

was decorated with ‘your Jesuite M[orelli] Playing upon his Lute, and Singing a Holy 

Song’.65 The tract’s charge of popery followed immediately on from a damning indictment of 

the two men’s corrupt behaviour, demanding that they:  
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refund all the money they have unjustly taken for Permissions & Protections, to their 

Merchants or Owners of all such Ships as were fitted out for the last Imbargo. And 

also give satisfaction for your extraordinary Gain made to your selves in buying of 

Timber, for Building the New Ships of war. P & H you must also Refund those 

before-hand Guinies or Broadpieces; and also the Jars of Oyl, and Boxes of Chocolett 

and Chests of Greek Wines, and Chests of Syracusa Wines, and Pots of Anchovies 

and Quarter-Casks of old Malago, and Butts of Sherry & Westphalia hams & Bolonia 

Sauceges & Barrels of Pickel’d Oysters and Jars of Ollives, and Jars of Tent, & 

Parmosant Cheeses, & Chests of Florence Wine and Boxes of Orange Flower Water; 

And all those dry’d Cods and Lings, and Hogsheads of Claret, White-Wines, 

Champaynes, and Dozens of Syder: And also all those Mocos, Parrotts and Parakeets, 

Virginia Nightingales and Turtledoves, and those Fatt Turkeys and Pigs, and all those 

Turkish Sheep, Barberry Horses, and Lyons, Tygers, and Beares; and all those fine 

Spanish Matts. All which were received from Sea-Captains, Consuls, Lieutenants, 

Masters, Boatswains, Gunners, Carpenters and Pursers; or from their Wives or Sons 

or Daughters; Or from Some of the Officers in the Dock Yards; as Master Ship-

Wrights, Master of Attendance, or Clerk of the Cheques, and Storekeeprs &c And 

more especially those great Lumps taken of Sir D G Victualler.66  

This rich, almost lyrical, passage, cataloguing the sumptuous goods becoming available 

during the Restoration, publicly exposed the bribes and inducements privately recorded in the 

diary.  

Indeed, the tract played on the public unveiling of the private. It thus promised ‘plain 

truth’ by publishing an allegedly ‘private discourse’ between Pepys and Hewer, using the 

dialogue format to reveal their secret calculations about moneymaking. The pamphlet makes 

an extended play on how Hewer and Pepys had sought to keep their corruption away from the 

public gaze. Hewer reveals that he would only bring commissions to be signed for which he 

already had received money, ironically so that ‘it is impossible, that ever [Pepys] should be 

brought in question’ for them and Hewer promised to keep both men ‘clear enough, let the 

World pry never so close into our business’ – yet the tract itself publicly catalogues and 

exposes that hidden corruption.67 Similarly, the two men discuss extorting money for 

promotions within the navy service, which Pepys declares is ‘very discreetly done, and it is 

impossible that ever it shou’d be discover’d so’, yet the tract does very clearly ‘discover’ 
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their corruption.68 The two men had come ‘within the Reach of the Printing Press’ which, the 

tract declares, ‘squeezes you both very hard, with Matter of Truth’.69  

The tract thus puts forward a very different view of the ‘friendly favours’ and lawful 

‘gratifications’ referred to in the diary, and of the notion that a culture of venality in office 

justified rapacity in all. Pepys and Hewer are depicted as conspiring how best to rake off 

money from the preparations for war against France: ‘we ought to think of getting as much as 

we can, in our Imploys, as well others in the like have done … And what will the World say, 

if we do not? That we are all Fools.’ But the justification that they were simply doing what 

everyone else did was here delegitimised, for their corrupt behaviour is shown as a cruel 

twisting of proper social relationships and far from victimless: the men had committed a 

‘great Robbery’ by extorting money from cripples and maimed sailors who had been 

‘squeazed so cruelly’ and ‘forc’d to stand a whole day in Snow and Rain, in the Corners of 

the Streets, and beg for it’.70 Moreover, the discrepancy between Pepys’s public persona and 

his private corruption exposed him to be a hypocrite: the mock painting described in the tract 

as embellishing Pepys’s ostentatious carriage showed cripples receiving ‘his Charity’ which 

was, in reality, never given.  

The pamphlet further publicly exposed Pepys and Hewer’s private corruption and 

their victims through allegations that they used their office to abuse women.71 Pepys and 

Hewer were said to have extorted gifts and money from ‘wives’ and ‘daughters’ as well as 

their menfolk. And the tract ended with a mock ‘hue and cry’ (significantly in a larger font) 

referring to ‘a Lady in Lincolns-Inn-Fields, or to a Lady at her Country House in Chelsey; or 

to another at her House near the Exchequer; or to two Merchants Daughters in London; they 

being well known to these Two Persons; especially P[epys]’.72 These women may well be 

more of those wronged by extortions of money along the lines of the abused woman 

discussed in the tract’s previous paragraph;73 but there is also a clear hint of sexual 

impropriety. Pepys’s long-time but unmarried companion, Mary Skinner, who was ‘well 

known’ to Pepys in more senses than one, was the daughter of a merchant and may well be 

one of the women being referred to.74 The diary, of course, provides evidence that Pepys did 

seek sex by advancing husbands to better positions in the navy. Pepys received and, indeed, 

aggressively pursued sexual favours in return for his patronage. The diary records, for 

example, how he deliberately sought out the ‘pretty’ and ‘virtuous modest’ wife of a 

carpenter, Bagwell. Initially he resolved to help the man without offering any ‘courtship’ to 

her (she is never given a first name in the diary), but he found that impossible: he began first 

with caresses and found ‘her every day more and more coming with good words and 
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promises of getting her husband a place’. Then, having dined at Bagwell’s home, ‘je tentais a 

faire ce que je voudrais et contre sa force je le faisais biens que passe a mon contentment’. 

Pepys kept his side of the bargain and furthered Bagwell’s career; as a further reward ‘en fin 

j’avais ma volont d’elle’.75  

The printed insinuations about Pepys’s behaviour towards women could have been 

the response to allegations made by him about the immorality of his former butler, John 

James. James and Pepys were trying to smear each other’s reputation and creditworthiness.76 

It is significant that Pepys tried to counter the corruption charges against him by claiming that 

James had himself received money to lay false charges and to write the printed tract.77 We 

can discover a good deal about the tract’s genesis as a result of Pepys’s characteristically-

methodical attempt to get to the bottom of the affair. James had been prompted to write the 

mock dialogue by Colonel Roderick Mansell (himself the intended victim of the Meal Tub 

Plot, which was to have planted incriminating evidence of a presbyterian plot) and received 

payment for it.78 As James explained, Mansell wanted to publish another piece ‘drawne by 

way of Narrative of Proceedings betweene me and Mr Pepys & the usages I had from him’ 

but James had refused to let it be printed. So the Hue and Cry section of the published tract 

was written (depending on which version of the story Pepys chose to believe) either by 

Mansell or by ‘Narrative’ Smith or by Felix Donlius (also known as Lewes).79  

Such details are important because they suggest larger political motives behind the 

accusations of corruption against Pepys. According to Alex Harris, a messenger of the 

admiralty who had temporarily fallen out with Pepys (he suspected the latter of blocking 

payments to him), Colonel Mansell was ‘ye Principll Enemy of Mr Pepys, a Person very 

intimate with and employ’d by ye Earle of Shaftesbury and ye greatest Stickler in the 

carrying on of this Business’.80 As the duke of York’s creature, Pepys was damned by 

association and so naturally became a target for those in the house of commons seeking to 

attack James, who included Sir William Harbord and Shaftesbury.81 Moreover, although the 

earl’s biographer largely discounts allegations that Shaftesbury had himself accepted bribes,82 

it seems likely that Pepys knew that he did: his diary records him admiring ‘how prettily this 

cunning Lord can be partial and dissemble it in this case, being privy to the bribe he is to 

receive’.83 The two men, it seems, had both been accepting backhanders from the same man, 

but neither let on. Whether Shaftesbury feared that Pepys had proof against him or, more 

probably, disliked Pepys because of his closeness to the duke of York, it is no surprise to find 

Shaftesbury deliberately smearing Pepys over the allegations of popery in 1674 (he was the 

named source of the rumours against Pepys) or that Pepys was convinced that Shaftesbury 

http://www.pepysdiary.com/p/6479.php
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was behind much of the attack in 1679. Allegations of corruption, therefore, were intensely 

political. 

3 

 

What, then, does a case study of Pepys tell us about the culture of corruption in the later 

Stuart period or about pre-modern corruption more generally? 

One important theme is the ambiguity, capaciousness and contested nature of the 

definition of corruption.84 Pepys could at once both condemn others for corruption and 

engage in it himself by redefining what was corrupt, so that the bribes he took became, for 

him at least, lawful rewards or friendly gifts for favours and exertion, and were never done at 

the expense of the crown’s interests. Indeed, he could even construct a case in which 

irregularities had virtue, usefully and humanely meeting the necessities of a system that was 

otherwise incapable of ensuring regular payments to sailors. Pepys constructed a notion of 

himself as a man of integrity and even that his rise in fortunes was a reflection of God’s 

providence.85 Yet the public attacks on Pepys constructed a very different picture which 

turned Pepys’s defence on its head: accepting bribes was rapacious and wrong, and it did 

harm because it preyed on those, including the vulnerable and weak, who needed his help.86 

In this reading, Pepys deserved a ‘hue and cry’ after him. 

Pepys, thus, helps us to construct two concurrent, but rival, interpretations of 

officeholding. One recognized offices as poorly paid, administering an emerging ‘fiscal-

military state’ that was full of inefficiency and which, therefore, needed the enterprise of men 

who could deliver core services and make them more efficient even if that meant 

incentivising them through deals that promoted their private interest.87 This interpretation of 

office saw gifts and rewards as voluntary marks of friendship or lawful and just 

acknowledgements of services not only rendered but done with special speed, care or 

assistance. And it recognized that such gifts were everyday practice, without which an 

officeholder would remain relatively poor, and that they could be beneficial to the state: 

private profit yielded public benefit. The alternative construction stressed vice rather than 

virtue, viewing such behaviour as immoral and illegitimate, hypocritical and full of pride and 

greed; the acceptance of bribes signified a lack of justice, integrity and honesty. Such 

corruption involved a comprehensive immorality that encompassed religious belief, sexual 

behaviour and a wide range of vices.88 This second construction also stressed the need to 

expose what remained hidden and secretive; and for friendship to be based on more than 
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mutual self-gratification. Finally, it depicted the scheming intelligence of the officeholder as 

very far from being harnessed to the interests of the public or even the state: private profit 

was self-serving vice. 

A number of things flow from this duality. First, corruption lay in the eye of the 

beholder and was something that others did rather than oneself; but, because the allegation 

was an emotive one that impugned public spiritedness, it could also be used as part of a 

political game to delegitimise an opponent or rival. The accusation of corruption was often 

one intrinsically about hypocrisy: a private vice masquerading as a public benefit needed to 

be exposed and punished. Second, corruption explored the boundaries of friendship, and the 

relationship between patron and client. Pepys used the language of friendship for the man 

who offered him most bribes, Sir William Warren, and the friendship between Pepys and 

Hewer was symbolised in the printed dialogue between them when they pause to ‘hugg and 

kiss one another’;89 but these could be characterised as self-interested friendships in which 

legitimate gift-giving or service between friends was abused. We need to know much more 

about such uncertain boundaries, how contemporaries sought to negotiate them, how they 

were viewed and how they changed over time.90 Aaron Graham has recently argued that such 

informal networks, rather than an emerging bureaucracy, were intrinsic to the emergence of 

the fiscal-military state because they supplied the necessary trust needed to raise capital and 

because they were the more effective in delivering services. ‘Corruption’, if it merits that 

term, might thus have been a price worth paying.91 But whilst it is true that credit was built on 

personal networks, we also need to factor public perceptions of exploitative corrupt 

behaviour into this calculation and the significant cost of lost trust in the structures of 

politics.92 

Such public mistrust was not new. In the late 16th and early 17th centuries, as Linda 

Levy Peck has shown, an increasing anxiety about corruption pervaded the political and 

literary discourse and the cause was, in part, structural: ‘Early Stuart England was governed 

by a personal monarchy which ruled through a patrimonial bureaucracy organised within a 

hierarchical society structured by patron-client relationships.’93 Such relationships were often 

monetarised. One text, written in the 16th century but translated and published during the 

time Pepys was writing his diary, argued for a deeply-instrumental view of the patron-client 

relationship. Giovanni della Casa’s The arts of grandeur and submission, or, A discourse 

concerning the behaviour of great men towards their inferiours, and of inferiour personages 

towards men of greater quality (1665) claimed that clients approached patrons ‘principally, 

or only’ from motives of ‘either profit, or pleasure’ not from ‘True and Ideated Friendship’ of 
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virtuous persons.94 Since ‘Riches and Power’ were the principal motives for the relationship, 

virtues that might be prized elsewhere were out of place: ‘that modesty which becomes a 

Virgin in a Cloyster, is criminall in a Curtesan’.95 ‘Utility’ was thus the proper bond: 

Thus it is manifest, that in these kindes of associations, such onely are comprehended 

as are different in power and riches: and the bonds of them are not a particular 

affection and love each have for others, but utility. From whence also it is concluded 

(which was before asserted) that they are much mistaken, who think that this sort of 

friendship hath any affinity with, or ought to be managed according to the principles 

of true and exact friendship.96 

Clients should not ‘perplexe themselves with scruples out of Divinity, Morallity, or 

Politicks’.97 Thus, although Della Casa believed that a client ought not to be enslaved by his 

patron, for the latter ‘The world is but a great market, in which every thing is sold’.98 The 

publication of such works in the early Restoration, together with Pepys’s behaviour, suggests 

that such views were not uncommon. Gerald Aylmer suggested long ago that early modern 

officeholding was seen ‘as a private right or interest, rather than as a public service’. Aylmer 

even quotes a tract of 1702 which, significantly in light of the previous discussion, depicts a 

dialogue over naval mismanagement in which ‘Fudg’, an Admiralty official, deflects talk of 

private interest by referring to ‘the King’s interest’.99 Yet Aylmer also sensed that the 

pressure of war in the later Stuart period was putting significant pressure on what constituted 

private and public interests, a tension that was to play out for much of the 18th century.  

Charting the shift of attitudes to public and private interests, friendship, gift-giving 

and patronage requires a broad chronological treatment, stretching into the early 19th century, 

and an attempt to relate state formation to ideas and practices of officeholding.100 Such a 

survey would also need to examine the rise of ‘old corruption’ – the term given to the system 

of parasites who fed off the state through sinecures, pensions, rewards, government contracts 

and so on, and, in turn, filled parliament, as Pepys did, by buying corrupt boroughs or unduly 

influencing elections with money, bribes and lavish entertainments – as well as its decline. As 

the study of Pepys suggests, and as David Hayton’s work also urges, we might challenge the 

association of ‘old corruption’ with the long regime of Robert Walpole and ‘whig oligarchy’ 

after 1715.101 Such an interpretation obscures larger trends that pre-date Walpole’s 

premiership and ignores ways in which Walpole reflected, as well as caused, cultural shifts.  
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